Features

Insulated
Flat Pan
“W” Pan
Patio Covers Patio Covers Patio Covers

Blocks UV Rays
Lattice Wrap
Gutters and Leaf Guards
Will Not Rust, Warp, Crack, or Rot
Resistant to Insect Infestation
Transferable Lifetime Warranty
Natural Wood Emboss*
Supports Screen Enclosures
Supports Window Enclosures
Radiant Heat Barrier
Condensation Barrier
Noise Barrier
Illuma View Panels
Supports Weight
Supports Ceiling Fans
Supports UL Electrical Raceways
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Patio Covers & Carports
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*Natural Wood Emboss is a special ordered item.
Additional costs and lead time may apply.

Warranty
Four Seasons Building Products patio covers
come with the industry’s best warranty. Ask your
participating dealer for warranty details on the
specific patio cover of your choice.

Four Seasons Building Products are
committed to environmentally friendly
products and sustainable business practices.

FourSeasonsBP.com

FourSeasonsBP.com

Solid Insulated Cover.

Four Seasons USA’s insulated patio cover cores
are manufactured using expanded polystyrene
technology. This manufacturing process has
been recognized by architects around the
world for its superior insulating characteristics
and it gives you complete protection from
nature’s elements.

Roll-Formed Covers.

An additional option for solid shade covers
are the Four Seasons USA roll-formed patio
covers. Engineered for durability and strength,
Four Seasons USA roll-formed patio covers
and carports are trouble-free and provide
simple solutions for shading your home.

Design Options.

Using lattice components allows you to dress
up your patio cover and is applicable to all
Four Seasons USA patio covers. Choose from
four different end cuts.

Scallop

Bevel

Miter

Corbel

Riser Pan Covers are manufactured from
A fashionable addition to the insulated patio
covers is the Illumaview Natural Light System.
These optional natural light panels allow
moderate amounts of light under your patio
cover. The patented design interlocks
seamlessly with the insulated panels. The
polycarbonate materials used in these panels
are impervious to discoloration or cracking,
and they filter the sun’s ultraviolet rays.

heavy gauge aluminum or alloy. The riser pan
cover’s design is sleek and seamless for a
flat ceiling.

“W” Pan Covers are engineered with the
latest roll forming technology to expand
farther than any other solid patio cover on the
market using less support columns.

Combination Covers.

Four Seasons patio covers are designed to
give you versatility. Combining Elitewood
lattice and a solid patio covers is a popular
choice for many homeowners.

